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Tuesday’s broadcast of CNN’s “The Lead,” Rep. Sean Duffy (R-WI) stated that
the Senate Judiciary Committee’s confirmation hearing for Supreme Court
Justice Brett Kavanaugh “is up in the air now,” because a supplemental FBI

report on the allegations of sexual assault against him was recently released.
Duffy said, “[T]he Senate Judiciary Committee’s hearing for Brett Kavanaugh is
up in the air now. We don’t even have a date for it. Because, as you know, the
FBI did a supplemental report yesterday. This is the one page that was made
public. And in that page, they said they found nothing new, nothing credible,

nothing that would change what we already knew. But you’ve seen the
statement from Kavanaugh and his friend, Mark Judge, who they’re going to

appear with, saying that there was, quote, a lot of inappropriate behavior from
parties that were not involved.” (h/t CNN’s Legal Insurrection) Follow Ian
Hanchett on Twitter @IanHanchettQ: Grails doesn't find null properties of

domain class I am creating a web application using grails 1.3.0. I have created a
domain class which has a collection of custom properties. When I try to save

this domain object without setting any custom properties, it fails, even though
this property was created as nullable. [Fatal Error] :1:1: Property or field 'name'

cannot be null
org.codehaus.groovy.grails.exceptions.GroovyScriptExecutionException:

Processing of Grails script 'inline script22.groovy' failed: 8: 1: Invalid
MapValueExpression: Property or field 'name' cannot be null at

grails.plugin.cache.web.gzip.GzipFilter.doFilter(GzipFilter.groovy:90) at grails.pl
ugin.cache.web.filter.WebPageAssetFilter.doFilter(WebPageAssetFilter.groovy:5

1) at grails.plugin.cache.web.filter.PageFragment 6d1f23a050
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